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WHAT DO YOU WANT? 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU 
ASKED YOURSELF WHAT YOU WANT? 
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What do you want? 

When was the last time you asked 
yourself what you want? It’s a 
question that can seem almost a little 
antagonistic when someone else asks 
us, but that’s because taking the time 
to give a truly honest answer often 
requires deep soul-searching.

It’s a necessary part of personal growth ‘house-
keeping’ to regularly appraise ourselves. Our goals 
and priorities naturally change over time, but many 
people don’t ‘check in’ with themselves to 
acknowledge periods of growth, redirection and 
change, resulting in moments where we can feel less 
satisfied and authentic in our day-to-day lives.

While the idea of paying attention to our dreams by 
way of creating a vision board may seem a little 
‘fluffy’, it may turn out to be one of the most 
powerful tools for change, and best of all, it’s at 
everyone’s disposal.

What exactly is a vision board? To sum it up simply, a 
vision board is a collage-style visual depiction of your 
current and future hopes, goals, dreams and 
ambitions.

Many of the world’s most successful business men 
and women use vision boards as part of their 
professional and personal toolkit, and many coaches 
and therapists draw on the process of creating a 
vision board to assist their clients – from CEOs to 
midlife career returnees and more – to help define 
their priorities, hopes and goals.

“When you visualize something, it’s the most 
powerful tool that your mind uses,” says Tess 
Pereira, a business performance coach and 
psychologist based in Dubai who works with 
individuals and corporate entities. “With your 
imagination, you can materialize anything at all – as 
long as it’s achievable. I don’t have 20x20 vision, so 
if I said to myself I visualize myself as a fighter pilot, 
it won’t happen. In terms of vision boards its about 
accomplishing dreams and goals that are 
achievable. 

The premise of a vision board is that when you 
imagine something it lights up areas in your brain in 
the same way as experiencing the said thing. That’s 
where the ‘magic’ of visualization is born – athletes 
use it all the time. They see it in their future and in 
their mind, it’s already happened.”

THAT'S WHERE THE 'MAGIC" 
OF VISUALIZATION IS BORN - 
ATHLETES USE IT ALL THE 
TIME. THEY SEE IT IN THEIR 
FUTURE AND IN THEIR MIND, 
IT'S ALREADY HAPPENED.

In any one second, we are 
bombarded with data – 
smells, sounds, sensations etc. 
It’s a surprise we aren’t more 
overwhelmed" 

Be careful about what you’re going to 
focus on. It’s important to understand 
what you want and need. Ask yourself 
profound questions, and open up the 
thoughts.
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Whether you believe in the power of 
manifestation and laws of attraction, or whether 
you’re aware that many Olympic athletes and 
CEOs use vision boards as part of their daily 
success arsenal, the fact is they work. Focusing on 
what is important to the detriment of distraction, 
delivers results. If your vision board is displayed 
prominently, you may find that your big goals 
start informing your small, seemingly 
inconsequential decisions. 

Sophie Thomas is the founder of Growth Pod, a 
company that supports young businesses with 
strategy and growth planning. Previously a 
strategy, IT and HR leader at a Big 4 Consultancy 
in the Middle East, Sophie is emphatic about how 
vision boards have helped her throughout her 
high-profile corporate career.

“I’m a huge fan of vision boards – in both my 
personal and professional life. I’ve used them to 
focus my thoughts on where I wanted my career to 
go to, preparing for the birth of my kids, and 
latterly in visualizing my new business venture. In 
each scenario I think they have contributed to me 
achieving my life goals, be that taking on new roles 
and delivering on them successfully,” says Sophie.

Vision boards help Sophie focus on the bigger 
picture at the start of each day, creating a positive 
mindset thanks to the affirmations she includes, 
but she says they also have a proven application in 
the workplace.

“As a strategist, I deal in the future of companies. We’re 
charting out what a journey to a successful medium to 
long-term outcome looks like. For me a successful strategy 
is one that can be easily articulated to all in the 
organization. My preference is using images – they can tell 
a much powerful story than a jargon-filled corporate 
manifesto.”

Rachel Dexereux is Marketing and Digital Director at Virgin 
Mobile in the Middle East. She says that creating vision 
boards at early stages in her career helped her make crucial 
decisions that positively impacted her impressive career 
journey.

“I used a vision board alongside a journal I wrote many 
years ago. Early on in my career I was uncertain as to the 
route I wanted my career to take so visualizing what I might 
be doing 10 or 20 years into the future helped, without the 
challenge of articulating it in words,” she says.

“My vision boards then reflected my curiosity about 
different cultures, my interest in ‘cool’ and clever ads and 
the early developments of the web and platforms like 
Google (2000) and Facebook (2004). I knew what drew my 
interest, but I couldn’t describe my dream job in a typical 
job description! 

With a career that spans multiple markets and has seen her 
lead digital strategies and marketing for various 
multinationals, Rachel says vision boards helped her 
articulate her career goals early on. 

“And my vision board for my future was spot on, I guess,” 
adds the marketing director who now lives in Dubai.

You would be foolish to discount a vision board as simply a 
colourful collage wishlist – this powerful tool has its basis in 
science and how our brains work.

“The reticular activating system (RAS) is a network of 
neurons in our brains that is responsible for our ability to 
focus,” explains Tess. “Athletes such as Usain Bolt or Tiger 
Woods will have a highly trained tunnel vision focus when it 
comes to winning their goals.”

For the rest of us, we can use a vision board to practice this 
skill.

You would be foolish to discount a 
vision board as simply a colourful 
collage wishlist – this powerful tool has 
its basis in science and how our brains 
work.

My vision boards then 
reflected my curiosity about 
different cultures, my interest 
in ‘cool’ and clever ads and 
the early developments of the 
web and platforms like 
Google (2000) and Facebook 
(2004)" 
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“In any one second, we are bombarded with data – 
smells, sounds, sensations etc. It’s a surprise we 
aren’t more overwhelmed – our RAS acts as a filter, 
takes what we deem important and parks what isn’t 
important,” adds Tess. “Alongside having a ‘to do 
list’ – we should have a ‘to be’ list. Whatever you 
tell yourself and your brain, is more likely to 
happen!”

Focusing and refocusing on goals is practiced by 
successful business people, athletes and those who 
are effective at setting and achieving targets – we 
all know these super efficient go-getters, and 
creating a vision board is one of the most powerful 
ways to become one of these people yourself! 

“When people start to focus on what is important, 
it becomes a new way of thinking. It can become 
very achievable very quickly. This is why I get very 
excited about vision boards!” she adds. 

So next time you ask yourself what you want and 
where you want to be – try making a vision board 
and putting it somewhere you’ll see it every day. 
The results may surprise you. 

HOW TO CREATE YOUR VISION BOARD.
Psychologist and corporate performance coach Tess Pereira has these tips: 

1. Be careful about what you’re going to focus on.
 It’s important to understand what you want and need. Ask yourself 
 profound questions, and open up the thoughts.

2. If you dream it, you can make it happen.
 Vision, belief and focus will help you achieve anything. 

3. Smart goals – specific, measurable, achievable goals.

 Have goals that are achievable and not far-fetched. 

4. Look daily at your vision board! 
 When you start putting things out there, you will notice when others 
 speak about things relating to your vision board and notice things
 related to it and focus towards the topics on the board.
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